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Through 5 practical steps, Dr. Judith Orloff's guide will show you how to recapture, nurture, and affirm yourThrough 5 practical steps, Dr. Judith Orloff's guide will show you how to recapture, nurture, and affirm your

intuitive ability, so that you can utilize it to help heal yourself.intuitive ability, so that you can utilize it to help heal yourself.

In her groundbreaking book, Dr. Orloff leads readers to the heart of a radical revolution in health care: the union of

medicine and intuition, of body, mind, and soul. Intuition plays an indispensable role in self-diagnosis, pain control,

immune response, and recovery from acute and chronic illness; it can lead you to breakthroughs in anxiety, panic,

depression, and other emotional blockages, even when traditional psychotherapy has failed.  Intuition also offers

insights into the use of medications and the selection of the right healer for your needs. Further, it is integral for

sexual healing, since sexuality is a potent connector and energy source for clarifying spirituality and improving

vitality.

With Dr. Orloff's five practical steps, you'll learn to clarify your beliefs, listen to your body's messages, access inner

guidance, sense subtle energy, and interpret your dreams. Practicing the steps, you'll recognize early warning signals

and act on them to help prevent illness. You'll have skills to uncover important information from meditation and

remote viewing (a way of intuitively tuning in) to make sense of confusing signals. The insights you'll gain from

these tools will lend reason, compassion, and meaning to events such as illness, loss, or despair. Following Dr. Orloff's

simple, clear instructions, illustrated with examples from her own experience and psychiatric practice, you'll

recapture a sense of vision that will bring vibrance to all that you do.

"Our intuition can open us up to our spirituality and show us how to be more healthy and whole," writes Dr. Orloff.
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"If you're in good health, you'll want to know about intuition because it can help you stay well and recognize

messages that prevent illness. If you or your loved ones need healing, you'll also want intuition to show the way."

Written with abundant warmth, humor, and compassion, this guide is your companion to a healthier, more

fulfilling life.
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"We are the keepers of an intuitive intelligence so powerful it can tell us how to heal," writes psychiatrist and

practicing intuitive Judith Orloff, M.D. "We all possess within us an intuitive healing code that contains the

blueprints for our health and happiness, and for the survival of everything that is good here on earth." Her aim is to

teach you how to tap into and train your own intuitive powers and use them for your well-being. She divides the

book into three parts: "The Body," "Emotions and Relationships," and "Sexual Wellness." She teaches five steps to

intuitive healing, which she defines as "listening to your body's signals--your inner voice and heart, your spiritual

connection--to find out how to become more physically, emotionally, and sexually whole." According to Orloff,

these steps apply to every health challenge, as well as every emotional and sexual issue:

Notice your beliefs.

Be in your body.

Sense your body's subtle energy.

Ask for inner guidance.

Listen to your dreams.

Orloff returns to these steps in every chapter, offering more explanation, a different slant, practical exercises, and

ways to apply each step to different areas of your life. For example, in the helpful "Sacred Healing Partnerships"

chapter, she applies these steps to choosing the right health practitioner. Orloff is articulate and warm, inviting you

to make her world your own with clear explanations, practical strategies, and numerous detailed, personal anecdotes.

--Joan Price
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"Our intuition can open us up to our spirituality and show us how to be more healthy and whole," writes Dr. Orloff.

"If you're in good health, you'll want to know about intuition because it can help you stay well and recognize

messages that prevent illness. If you or your loved ones need healing, you'll also want intuition to show the way."

Written with abundant warmth, humor, and compassion, this guide is your companion to a healthier, more

fulfilling life.
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